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Leave a comment A WARC to Topic Model Visualization Workflow Time to share some

tinkering, in the hopes that somebody, somewhere, might find it helpful. :L
Regular readers will know that I'm interested in how historians can approach

web archives, as discussed in a three part series in late 2012 Hsee part one,

two, and threeL. As I've stressed, in both tweets and in some draft writing:Â

Historians need to understand web archives, however, as we will be professional

end users of these archives. Â We played a critical role in shaping the

modern practice of traditional archiving. Let us make sure that historians are

present for the next step. There's a conversation, but itsÂ largely amongst

people involved in web archiving as creators rather than as users. b50 @if

you want to skip to my code, it's hereD So here's me positing a problem: Some

web archives do not have description, so you aren't sure what you're going to

find inside. This includes some just-in-time web saves, like this mirror of

theÂ Montreal Mirror'sÂ website. There's always an item listing, automatically

generated, that lets you know what exactly is in the website. When deali
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